










Endless Summer Classic Car Show 

Long Term Agreement Application 

By David Freedman 

Show Coordinator 
Feb. 5, 2023 

 
From the application: 

In order for an organization to be eligible for 
consideration of a long-term agreement, its event(s) 
must satisfactorily meet at least three of the 
following: 

 
The event(s) must qualify as an Impact Level II or III 
(per the Impact Worksheet found in the Special 
Event Application) event, AND at least 

one of the following: 
 

□ Have a combined estimated total of 5,000 people 
in attendance; or 

□ The event must be at least two (2) consecutive 
days (including setup 

and teardown). 

 
Every year, the show is consistently deemed as 
Impact Level II.  

 

This is a one-day only show and while we do not 
track the number of people in attendance because 



the car show is an open, free show but it is 
reasonable to estimate that during the course of the 
day-long show, we have over 5000 people entering 
the plaza and enjoying the beautiful classic cars. 
 

□ Have held its event in Hermosa Beach for at least 
three consecutive years and can demonstrate a 
positive and differentiated impact to the city including 
substantive and measurable economic and 
community benefits; 

 
The show has taken place for 21 consecutive years 
with the exception of 2020 due to COVID. Because 
the show occurs in early May, it brings pedestrians to 
Hermosa Beach and the Plaza during a time of the 
year that people would not regularly consider going 
to the beach, resulting in increased economic 
benefits. The long-term sponsors of the show, such 

as Hennessey’s Tavern, The Brew’s Hall and Baja 
Sharkeez has consistently stated that they far busier 
on the car show day, that the previous or following 

weekend. 
 

□ The event must be produced by an organization 
that serves, involves, and/or promotes Hermosa 
Beach’s coastal lifestyle, its residents, schools, 
and/or businesses; 

 



The sponsoring classic car club, Great Autos of 
Yesteryear was founded in Los Angeles and 
convertibles and woodies have been a part of the 

beach culture for as long as there have been cars. 
On a sunny, cool, early May Saturday, there is 
nothing finer than enjoying a free and diverse classic 
car show while reveling in the delicious food and 

beautiful sites offered on the Plaza in Hermosa 
Beach. 
 

□ The organization or event producer must be able 
to demonstrate how its programs (outside of those 
provided at the event) provide a positive impact to 
the City including enhancements to quality of life to 

the Hermosa Beach community; or the offering of 
recreational, cultural, social, and/or educational 
activities of interest to the community. 

 
The sponsoring classic car club, Great Autos of 
Yesteryear, is the largest LGBT classic car club in 
the world, yet many of our members, and 
participants in this show, are straight-identified, 
making this show and the numerous classic car 
shows and classic car cruise-ins sponsored by 

the club, a shining example of diversity, equality and 
friendship, all bound by the love of classic cars. 

I personally have made lifelong friends through this 
show, straight and gay identified, many of them local 



to my hometown of Hermosa Beach and the South 
Bay, and consider my life enriched as a result. But it 
is the smiles on peoples’ faces as they enter the 
Plaza and see the classic cars, that is the ultimate 
sign of the importance and success of this show. 

 
With Warmest Regards, 

David Freedman 
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